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Abstract. - We resolve the apparent contradiction between experiments and theory regarding
the existence of Lehmann effects in compensated cholesterics
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Recent direct measurements of the thermomechanical
Lehmann effect in a cholesteric liquid crystal [1] showed,
in accordance with earlier measurements [2], that it does
not vanish at the compensation point, where the helical
structure, the twist q0, vanishes. However, according to
a symmetry argument by de Gennes [3], which was also
taken over by us [4], the coefficients describing Lehmann
effects should be proportional to q0 and thus vanish at
the compensation point. In this Comment we reconcile
the discrepancy between experiment and theory by writing
the free energy density of cholesteric liquid crystals in a
slightly more general form than is usually done.

Concentrating on twist deformations of the nematic di-
rector n̂, the gradient free energy density in cholesterics
is obtained by taking the nematic expression and adding
a linear twist term, allowed by the lack of inversion sym-
metry in chiral systems. This is usually written as [3]

ftwist =
1

2
K2(n̂ · curl n̂ + q0)2 (1)

Minimizing this expression with respect to twist leads to
n̂ · curl n̂ = −q0, which is realized by the standard helical
structure of the director with a pitch π/q0. At the com-
pensation point, where the helical pitch tends to infinity,
q0 has to vanish.

However, in eq.(1) the linear twist term is written as
q0K2n̂ ·curl n̂ with the usual twist elastic coefficient K2 as
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prefactor. There is no general law that requires this special
choice. In the spirit of Frank [5] the linear twist coefficient
k2 and the quadratic one k22(= K2) are independent. Of
course, the former one must vanish in an achiral system,
which is guaranteed by writing k2 = q0L2. With that the
(relevant part of the) free energy reads

F =
1

2
K2T

2 +
1

2
γ∆2 + q0L2T + q0τT∆ (2)

with the twist T = n̂ · curl n̂ and with ∆ = c − caeq (or
∆ = σ− σaeq, or ∆ = ρ− ρaeq, respectively), the deviations
of the scalar variables (concentration c, entropy σ, and
density ρ) in the chiral state from their values in the achi-
ral one. There is a bilinear coupling (∼ τ) to twist that
is responsible for the static parts of the Lehmann effects
[6]. This last term in eq.(2) has also to be proportional
to q0, since it is absent in an achiral system for symmetry
reasons.

Minimization leads to the equilibrium values

T chiraleq = −q0
L2

Keff
2

≡ −qhelix0 (3)

∆chiral
eq = q20

τ

γ

L2

Keff
2

(4)

with Keff
2 = K2 − q20τ2/γ, giving rise to a reduction of

the free energy in the helical state by

F chiraleq = −1

2
q20

L2
2

Keff
2

(5)
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Harmonic deviations from this helical ground state (with
pitch π/qhelix0 ) cost energy

F =
1

2
K2

[
n̂ · curl n̂ + qhelix0

]2
+

1

2
γ (δ∆)2

−q0 τ
[
n̂ · curl n̂ + qhelix0

]
δ∆ (6)

where δ∆ stands for δ∆ = c − caeq − ∆chiral
eq and corre-

spondingly for σ and ρ replacing c.
By eq.(6) the divergence of the pitch of the helix at

the helix inversion point (meaning qhelix0 → 0), does not
necessarily mean q0 → 0, (and thus the vanishing of the
Lehmann effects), since qhelix0 → 0 can be achieved by
L2 → 0 while keeping q0 finite, according to eq.(3). The
conventional description implies L2 = K2, for which there
is no obvious a priori necessity, thereby implying q0 =
qhelix0 .

The same argument works for the dynamic contribu-
tions to the Lehmann coefficients that can be extracted
from the dissipation function [6]

R = Ra + q0 (h× n̂) · (ψc∇µc + ψσ∇T + ψeE) (7)

with µc the chemical potential of a mixture, T the tem-
perature, and E the electric field. These additional chiral
terms come with a q0 factor for symmetry reasons again.
Partial derivation with respect to the molecular field h
leads to torques on the director due to concentration, tem-
perature, pressure gradients or external electric fields that
are commonly known as (the dynamic contributions to
the) Lehmann effects [6]. They are absent in achiral sys-
tems (q0 = 0), but not necessarily at the helix inversion
point (qhelix0 = 0).

In mixtures of chiral molecules of opposite handedness
it is also possible to get a helix-free state at a certain
concentration. Assuming linear superposition of material
properties as the simplest case, the linear and quadratic
twist terms in the free energy obtained with the effective
prefactors read,

qmix0 Lmix2 = Φ q
(1)
0 L

(1)
2 + (1− Φ) q

(2)
0 L

(2)
2 (8)

Kmix
2 = ΦK

(1)
2 + (1− Φ)K

(2)
2 (9)

where Φ and 1 − Φ are the concentrations of the species
with superscripts 1 and 2, respectively. The compen-
sation point, where the helix vanishes, is obtained for
qmix0 Lmix2 = 0. Again, this condition does not imply that
the Lehmann coefficients, e.g.

qmix0 τmix = Φ q
(1)
0 τ (1) + (1− Φ) q

(2)
0 τ (2) (10)

also vanish at the compensation point.
On the other hand, for mixture of left- and right-handed

molecules of the same type, where the material properties

are the same except for the handedness, e.g. L
(1)
2 = L

(2)
2 ,

τ (1) = τ (2), and q
(1)
0 = −q(2)0 = q0, the effective

qmix0 = Φ q
(1)
0 + (1− Φ) q

(2)
0 = q0(2Φ− 1), (11)

is the same for all chiral effects and vanishes for a racemic
mixture, Φ = 1/2, and with it the helix and the Lehmann
effects.

The question remains as to what q0 macroscopically
means, if it is not directly related to the pitch of the he-
lix. Being a pseudoscalar quantity it characterizes on the
macroscopic level all chiral contributions/effects that have
to be absent in the achiral case (for symmetry reasons).
Since chirality of the phases considered here comes from
the chirality of the molecules, the existence of the quantity
q0 is a direct macroscopic consequence of the molecular
properties in a cholesteric phase. In a liquid crystalline
phase composed of nonchiral molecules q0 vanishes. The
same observation applies to measurable properties such as,
for example, optical rotatory power.

What is observable on the macroscopic level are e.g.
q0L2, q0τ , q0ψe etc. or, if pitch measurements are com-
pared with Lehmann results, ratios like L2/ψe. Since all
phenomenological parameters (susceptibilities, transport
coefficients) can still be rather arbitrary (regular) func-
tions of q20 , it is not possible to predict within this phe-
nomenological description the q0 dependence of those ra-
tios. On the other hand, it is conceivable that there are
materials with L2 ≈ K2 leading to qhelix0 ≈ q0 and thus to
a vanishing of Lehmann effects at the compensation point.

In closing we note that all the arguments presented here
apply equally well to chiral smectic phases with a heli-
cal superstructure such as smectic C∗. Therefore well-
controlled experiments near the compensation point in
such a system appear to be highly desirable.
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